Krka Implements Omada
Identity Suite
Automated Identity Management Increases Security and Compliance

Country: Slovenia
Industry: Pharmaceutical
Profile:
Krka is one of the top generic
pharmaceutical companies in
Europe focusing on prescription
pharmaceuticals, self-medication
products, and cosmetic products.
Krka’s products are sold in over
70 countries in five different
regions: Slovenia, Central Europe,
South-East Europe, East Europe,
West Europe and Overseas
Markets.
Solution:
Implementation of Omada
Identity Suite for identity
management, compliance
reporting and attestation, and
segregation of duties (SoD).

Krka - a top generic pharmaceutical company headquartered in Slovenia
manufactures prescription pharmaceuticals, self-medication products, and
cosmetic products. Krka’s strategy is to produce pharmaceuticals meeting every
requirement of quality, efficacy and safety. To automate its identity management
and enhance security and compliance Krka has chosen Omada’s identity
management solution.
Complete Identity Management Solution

To maintain alignment with corporate goals, Krka chose to implement a complete, end-to-end identity management
solution. They needed to automate the process of provisioning users and their access rights and empower users to
perform self-service functionality for requesting additional access rights and password management. Krka also had
to be able to demonstrate to auditors who has access to which systems and applications and why the access was
granted.
Omada’s partner in Slovenia - Agito, has implemented the solution resulting in Krka having an identity management
solution that enables them to increase the security of its IT environment, automate and centralize the user
provisioning processes, and to comply with various pharmaceutical regulatory legislation.
“With the purchase of Omada Identity Suite Krka is able to integrate all the target systems in our heterogeneous
environment, including SAP GRC,” says Robert Bilicic, IT - SAP GRC project manager for Krka. The solution will
automate the process of on-boarding, transferring, and off-boarding users.

Effective Auditing

“Krka will be able to report on and demonstrate to auditors and other regulatory officials that their business policies
are being followed,” says Mark Kozak, Account Manager for Omada. “The company will be able to show not only
which access rights a user has, but how that access was granted by having a complete audit trail throughout every
process; recording who initiated the request, the approver, and the reasoning behind the request and the approval.”
“After implementation, Krka will see clear benefits from using Omada Identity Suite. The full solution including identity
lifecycle management will be implemented by Agito and Microsoft,” says Uroš Ponikvar , Director of Agito. “Agito and
Omada offer world class identity management solutions that are built upon Microsoft technology.”

Omada Identity Suite

Omada Identity Suite is a Microsoft based solution for identity and access management and compliance control.
The solution integrates seamlessly with various systems including Microsoft FIM 2010, Active Directory (AD), SAP to
deliver a complete solution or identity lifecycle management.
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